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Scan for Contracting Bollinger Bandes

I'm looking to run a scan to find securities with Bollinger Bands that are contracting or have contracted to within a
certain range. With the "BB Width" or "BB %" technical scans I can't seem to know for sure if I am scanning for exactly
what I am asking for. If you know how to scan for Bollinger Bands contracting to within a certain distance or range
from high to low I'd really appreciate the help. Thanks!

Dan

bollinger-band  bollinger  contraction  scan

For BB Width, I would think you could just compare today's value to the value several days ago on a daily chart, or
several weeks ago on the weekly chart. So if it's less, the width has shrunk. You could set some limit you think is
significant - e.g. it's less than a half or a quarter of it's value x days or weeks ago.

You would find those ratios by looking at a bunch of charts with the BB width indicator below, and see how it changes
from some time before your set up or the area where you would want to enter. You'd use ratios rather than specific
values. Give it a shot and if you have trouble we'll help you tweak it.

John Carter has his TTM (Tradethemarkets) squeeze where he scans for BB that narrow to go inside Keltner
channels. That is one way to measure how narrow the BB get.
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